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Preface: 

 

International Translation Day is celebrated on 30 September. This date corresponds to the 

feast of St. Jerome, the Bible translator who is considered the patron saint of translators. 

On this occasion, we have chosen to group together our various news items published since 

September 2016 concerning the languages available on the application. It is an opportunity 

to learn more about the culture and history of these countries. You will also find ideas for 

your video strategies through multilingual subtitling. 

After major developments of our transcription and subtitling services, 22 languages are now 

available. So for your next miltilingual projects, sign in on app.authôt.com! 

 

Have a good reading with Authôt! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Marylène REVER, Digital Marketing Manager 

           mrever@authot.com +33 (0)2 85 52 46 34 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.authôt.com/blog/
mailto:mrever@authot.com
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Authôt launches spanish transcription and 
subtitle on the app  

 

 

Today, focus on spanish transcription!  

Well, everybody knows Spain, maybe some of you went there for holidays because of the 

sun, tapas and flamenco. This beautiful country has, indeed, a lot of marvellous things to 

offer!  

However, Spain is not only distinguished by holidaymakers, in fact, students are also more 

and more interested in this country for their university courses. Spain is actually the first 

destination for the Erasmus Programme, wich was established in 1987. Thus, almost 40 000 

European students were welcomed in Spain during the year 2013-2014. 

Spanish transcription within Universities for language 
learning  

We found it interesting to have these students’ point of view of, in particular, their feelings 

about the first courses in spanish. Because when you are an student living abroad, everything 

is new which is both exciting and a quite scary. We therefore decided to organize a rendez-

vous with a former Erasmus student, Emilien Vivier, who is now preparing for the bar in Paris.  

"Hello Emilien, 

Hello,  

 

You had to go study abroad?  

Indeed, that’s true, I had the chance to go to Spain. I’ve made my bachelor degree in Law in 

Seville in Andalusia. I’ve been fond of the spanish culture since I was 13 years old and I 

wanted to live a rewarding experience. It was a real linguistic springboard. 

How was your arrival and your first courses in a non native language?  

http://www.authôt.com/blog/
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/spain-sends-and-receives-most-students-through-erasmus
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/spain-sends-and-receives-most-students-through-erasmus
http://app.authot.com/
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I moved into a flat-share with four spanish students from Cadix, this immersion helped me 

practice my spanish. At University, the first weeks were complicated, teachers spoke spanish 

with a strong andalou accent. Indeed, even if my spanish was good ; the dialogue and 

understanding with teachers were less easy, in particularly during the technical courses such 

as tax law. 

I’ve read in several articles that watching show in spanish with subtitles was a great solution 

to be well prepared before the departure and familiarise oneself with the language, accent 

and expressions. Would you have liked such spanish subtitling formula for your courses?  

Yes, I actually think that courses in the form of films or other videos with subtitles would be 

a real added value. Indeed, we are left to ourselves for language learning, the courses given 

at University follow standards programs and are not really adapted at the reality of the 

language in the country ; hence the desirability and importance of courses with spanish 

subtitling as it is often the case with the MOOCs.  But, I want to point that 50% of language 

learning will happen thanks to the relationships made in the country with locals and not only 

by staying in the French community. 

And, finally, you’re bilingual?  

I don’t know if I can consider myself as bilingual, but I have got a very strong relationship 

with spanish people, who are my friends now and I go to Sevilla very frequently. My ambition 

is now to integrate a business cabinet in Madrid or Barcelona and live there. Viva España!  

 

Thanks Emilien for your intervention and this exchange." 

In the light of this interview and articles we have mentioned and shared, we underline the 

importance of spanish transcription in academic environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.authôt.com/blog/
http://www.authot.com/2016/05/11/closed-caption-language-learning/
https://www.britishcouncil.org/voices-magazine/how-can-film-help-you-teach-or-learn-english
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Japanese subtitling: Authôt continues to 

launch new languages  

 

 

Authôt offers the Japanese subtitling  

We can leave Spain and summer behind us: autumn is coming! It’s a beautiful period which 

begins and in Japan this season is named “MOMIJIGARI”. This term is from the Japanese 

momiji (紅葉) which means "red leaves" or "maple tree" and kari (狩) which means "hunting". 

In the Japanese tradition, people visit scenic areas where leaves have turned red in the 

autumn. This prelude invites us to travel and our today's destination is Japan to illustrate the 

last innovation on the Authôt application: Japanese subtitling and transcription.  

 

Japanese subtitling in audiovisual media and video 
games  

Japanese is spoken by more than 125 million people, mainly in Japan. It is less than Spanish 

but the influence of the Japanese language is strong, thanks to its economy which is the 3rd 

largest in the world. Japan is also well known for its “soft power” culture represented by: 

mangas, anime and video games. Indeed, two of the three giants of video game are Japanese: 

Nintendo and Sony (Microsoft is American). Nintendo is a multinational founded in 1889 by 

Fusajiro Yamauchi which originally produced handmade playing cards. Nintendo's first 

venture into the video games industry was in 1972, with the collaboration with Magnavox for 

the creation of “Odyssey”, the first commercial home video game console. In 1980 Nintendo 

launched Game & Watch, a handheld video game series. Nintendo was a family-owned 

company: Iwata Satoru was the first Nintendo president unrelated to the Yamauchi family 

through blood or marriage since its founding. It contributed to build his reputation. Iwata 

Satoru has always been seen as a CEO with empathy and humanity. Indeed, when the crisis 

affected Nintendo in 2013, Iwata took the decision to slash his salary by fifty per cent, 

avoiding thousands of layoffs. This action was praised by several journalists and economists. 

His death in July 2015 therefore left the video game industry greatly saddened and many 

tributes were paid to him. Iwata Satoru liked to say: “On my business card, I am a corporate 

president. In my mind, I am a game developer. But in my heart, I am a gamer. ”  

http://www.authôt.com/blog/
http://www.jref.com/articles/momijigari-autumn-leaves.257/
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-pacific-14918801
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-pacific-14918801
http://thediplomat.com/2016/08/tokyo-2020-and-japans-soft-power/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/insertcoin/2016/06/11/now-sony-microsoft-and-nintendo-may-all-have-new-consoles-in-2017/#16e9016f5c58
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nintendo#1956.E2.80.9374:_New_ventures
http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2014-01-29-satoru-iwatas-salary-to-be-cut-by-50-per-cent
http://www.polygon.com/2015/7/12/8940769/goodbye-satoru-iwata-the-video-game-industry-remembers-one-of-its-best
http://www.polygon.com/2015/7/13/8949527/satoru-iwata-gdc-2005-talk-heart-of-a-gamer
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Authôt launches new language and offers the 
arabic subtitling!  

 

 
 

The place of Arabic language in the world  

 

Arabic is the official language in 25 countries in Africa and the Middle East. It is 430 million 

people who speak Arabic in the world in 2016. George Weber in his book "Top languages" 

had ranked Arabic in the 5th position of the most influential languages in the world, just 

before Portuguese. France has signed agreements with Maghreb countries on cultural co-

operation: teaching of French in the partner countries and teaching of Arabic in France. 

France has indeed historical ties with Maghreb countries and maintains economic exchanges 

with them. Therefore, Arabic subtitling plays an important role at all levels. 

 

Arabic subtitling: an essential strategy for internal and 
external corporate communication  

 

The Arabic language is therefore very present in the world because it is the mother tongue 

for many countries. We can underlined an other point, in fact, investments of Middle East 

countries, especially of Qatar, are increasingly important in Europe.  

 

http://www.authôt.com/blog/
https://www.altalang.com/beyond-words/2008/06/05/10-most-influential-languages-in-the-world/
http://www.independent.ie/business/commercial-property/french-folly-or-good-business-qatar-royals-invest-in-paris-29573076.html
http://app.authôt.com/
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• External communication: External 

communication allows a company to 

promote its brand to its customers. In 

France we can mention the case of the 

football club Paris Saint Germain (PSG) 

bought by the sovereign Qatar 

Investment Authority up to 70%. Their 

website is accessible in many languages, 

including Arabic, but any Arabic 

subtitling is offered. The interview videos of the players are indeed not accessible on 

the Arabic version of the site. PSG. tv is only available in French, English, Portuguese 

and Spanish. Concerning the external communication of the PSG, Arabic subtitling is 

therefore missing and could be desired by Qataris fans. 

 

• Internal communication: The internal communication is used by companies to 

motivate the team, deliver a corporate culture and brought the team together around 

the new projects launched. It is essential because it gives a boost. Video is increasingly 

popular because it conveys the same message to everyone in a clearest way. 

Moreover, the visual impact is also very important and allows a better appropriation 

of the message. Huge companies like Airbus have special relations with the Gulf 

countries, notably with the airline company Emirates, their biggest A380 customer. 

Internals videos which introduce the Airbus technology to the Emirian should maybe 

benefit from arabic subtitling in order to be understandable and more attractive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.authôt.com/blog/
http://www.psg.fr/en/PSGTV/800302/Toutes-les-videos/
https://www.libcast.com/news/how-to-use-video-as-an-internal-communication-tool
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airbus_A380
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German subtitling : Authôt launches new 
languages!  

                                                        

 

  "Do you speak German?" 

 

 

 

 

Germany is the most popular country in the world (BBC surveys in May 2013, GfK in 

November 2014 and US News in January 2016). It is also an emblematic country in the 

European Union, as it is for France, Germany is one of the founding member States. With 

nearly 100 million speakers in Europe, German is the most widely spoken language in the 

European Union (EU).  

 

Culture and media in Europe: the importance of 

German subtitling  

 

As we have seen, German language has a prominent place and a major part in Europe.  

Germany published 93,600 books in 2013 and is the world's fifth power in the publishing 

industry. 10% of books published each year are in German. In addition, German is the fourth 

most widely spoken language on the Internet (5. 5%) ahead of Spanish (5. 1%) and French (4. 

1%).  

It also seems interesting to focus on the links between France and Germany which is strong 

and borrowed from History. For a long time enemies, the two countries signed a treaty of 

Franco-German friendship, known as the Treaty of the Elysee, on January 22, 1963. The date 

of January 22 is now recognized as the "Franco-German Day". We can also highlight the case 

of the Franco-German Academy of Cinema, initiated by German Chancellor Schröder on 26 

June 2000 in Berlin in the presence of Jacques Chirac.  

The purpose of this Academy is to promote cooperation between the two countries in the 

field of cinema. It should be noted that Germany hosts "La Berlinale" every year since 

February 1951. This festival is one of the three main international film festivals with Cannes 

and Venice.  

German subtitling is therefore essential in the establishment of this cultural exchange! 

http://www.authôt.com/blog/
http://time.com/3583915/germany-us-popular-country/
http://time.com/3583915/germany-us-popular-country/
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-22624104
http://www.usnews.com/news/best-countries/articles/2016-01-20/germany-is-seen-as-the-no-1-country-in-the-world
http://www.usnews.com/news/best-countries/articles/2016-01-20/germany-is-seen-as-the-no-1-country-in-the-world
http://w3techs.com/technologies/overview/content_language/all
http://w3techs.com/technologies/overview/content_language/all
http://ph.ambafrance.org/12th-Franco-German-Day-22-January
http://ph.ambafrance.org/12th-Franco-German-Day-22-January
http://www.berlinale.de/en/HomePage.html
http://www.berlinale.de/en/HomePage.html
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Italian subtitling: Authôt keep launching new 
languages!  

 

 

Italian is the 3rd most used language in Europe, after German and English but before French. 

Italy is not a colonizing country like its Europeans neighbours (except during the Roman 

Empire).  

Anyway, you can find a lot of Italians’ communities scattered around the world. In New York 

City we can found the famous Italian neighbourhood called ‘Little Italy’.  

 

Italian subtitling in order to highlight art and culture  

 

Italy is internationally-known for its artistic and cultural national wealth. We can notably think 

about the Renaissance period closely linked to the rediscovery of literature, philosophy and 

sciences of Antiquity.  

The starting point of this prolific period is the Italian Renaissance 

and has for cradle, the city of Florence.  

Thus, Italian art is present in numerous prestigious museums like 

the Pinacothèque of Brera, The Gallery of Offices in Florence, or, 

The Vatican Museums in Roma. Italy has the biggest museum 

heritage: we count almost 1500 museums!  

The 57e Biennal of Art of Venice is an unmissable event in the term 

of modern art, it is taking place from May 13 to November 26, 2017.  

 

Museums offer a huge potential. Indeed, culture is synonymous of 

sharing and this vision is at the heart of new partnerships between 

MOOCs and museums. It began in the USA with the MoMA which 

offered its first MOOC during the month of august 2013. In France, The “Réunion des musées 

nationaux et du Grand Palais” (Rmn-GP), pioneered the cultural and patrimonial MOOC, in 

december 2013. The very prestigious Louvre Museum has also proposed its MOOC called « 

http://www.authôt.com/blog/
http://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/archives/ebs/ebs_386_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/archives/ebs/ebs_386_en.pdf
http://www.tourism-review.com/travel-tourism-magazine-remarkable-italian-neighborhoods-around-the-world--category2291
http://www.tourism-review.com/travel-tourism-magazine-remarkable-italian-neighborhoods-around-the-world--category2291
http://www.italianculture.net/english/museums.html
http://www.italianculture.net/english/museums.html
http://www.labiennale.org/en/Home.html
http://www.labiennale.org/en/Home.html
http://mw2016.museumsandtheweb.com/paper/why-moocs-matter-the-consequence-of-massive-open-online-courses-for-museums-universities-and-their-publics/
http://mw2016.museumsandtheweb.com/paper/why-moocs-matter-the-consequence-of-massive-open-online-courses-for-museums-universities-and-their-publics/
http://mw2016.museumsandtheweb.com/paper/why-moocs-matter-the-consequence-of-massive-open-online-courses-for-museums-universities-and-their-publics/
http://presse.louvre.fr/en/
http://presse.louvre.fr/en/
https://app.authôt.com/
https://app.authôt.com/
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L’instant figé. Quand l’art saisit le mouvement ».  

The italian subtitling appears like a key element in this context of exchange, digital 

accessibility and cultural sharing with museums and MOOCs!  

Indeed, the Italian subtitling allows to translate, and so, to open up internationally the 

museum's’ cultural wealth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.authôt.com/blog/
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Authôt invite you to discover its last news: 
Portuguese subtitling!  

 

 

Just like spanish, galician and catalan, portuguese is part of latines languages. Portuguese is 

spoken on all continents. It's actually one of the most spoken language worldwilde. 

Moreover, an UNESCO research estimates that in 2050, almost 335 millions people will speak 

Portuguese, particulary because of the growth of Brazil.  

 

Portuguese subtitling : key element for culture, sport 
and international relations  

 

This is clearly a booming for the Portuguese speaking countries, it makes Portuguese 

subtitling attractive on diverse topics:  

• Cultural perspective: It’s a symbol in South America, the ‘télénovelas’ (spanish word 

composed of the word “télévision” which means “television” and “novelas” which 

means “novel”) are more and more present in audiovisual landscape: in North 

America and Europe. Some successful US TV shows are adapted from telenovelas like 

“Jane the Virgin” (Juana la Virgen) or “Ugly Betty” (Yo soy Betty). The first télénovela: 

“Sua vida me pertence”, came from Brazil and was diffused in 1951. However, majority 

of telenovelas are not adapted, and they are broadcasted directly on the European 

channels. But they are suffering from a terrible dubbing, with an offset between 

voice/move, and a very bad choice for voices (for example, an adult voice for a child).  

Adding Portuguese subtitling to replace dubbing could allow spectators which speak 

Portuguese to appreciate their TV shows in the original version :) Moreover, Authôt 

also offers translation, subtitles could then be available in English. 

 

• Sporting perspective: We can’t talk about football without thinking about Brazilians 

victories. Brazil is indeed the nation which has won the largest number of FIFA World 

Cup, having proudly 5 stars on their football jersey. Brazil was also the host country 

of the two biggest sportive events: FIFA World Cup in 2014 and Olympics in 

2016. Portugal also shines on the football planet thanks to the victory of the Euro 2016 

but also thanks to its star Cristiano Ronaldo - CR7 - adding this year a fourth Ballon 

http://www.authôt.com/blog/
http://blog.elanex.com/know-your-languages-portuguese-two-dialects-with-a-rich-history
http://blog.elanex.com/know-your-languages-portuguese-two-dialects-with-a-rich-history
https://newrepublic.com/article/138918/rise-telenovela
http://www.refinery29.uk/telenovela-brazilian-tv
http://www.refinery29.uk/telenovela-brazilian-tv
http://www.refinery29.uk/telenovela-brazilian-tv
http://www.bbc.com/sport/football/teams/brazil
https://app.authôt.com/
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d’Or trophy to its list.  

In England, There is another famous Portuguese, Jose Mourinho, the Manchester 

United’s coach. Interviews are frequently in English, then translation and Portuguese 

subtitling could allow a better comprehension for millions of Portuguese-speakers.  

 

• Business perspective: Portuguese is one of the official language in numerous 

International organisms like European Union, African Union (AU), the Organization of 

American States (OAS), or the Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR) etc. Brazil 

wants to promote and develop an organic farming, in these conditions, several 

Europeans companies and startups establish economic and trade relations with this 

country. Of course, as part of trade exchange, the comprehension of the language is 

essential. The Portuguese subtitling is then the key for internal and external 

communication.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.authôt.com/blog/
http://www.mirror.co.uk/sport/football/news/you-think-thats-question-jose-10140990
http://www.mirror.co.uk/sport/football/news/you-think-thats-question-jose-10140990
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/03/how-two-new-free-trade-agreements-could-transform-brazil/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/03/how-two-new-free-trade-agreements-could-transform-brazil/
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Make your videos more accessible with Dutch 
subtitles!  

 

 

Dutch (Nederlands) is a West Germanic language spoken by around 23 million people as a 

first language (including most of the population of the Netherlands and about sixty percent 

of Belgium) and by another 5 million as a second language. It is the third most widely spoken 

Germanic language, after English and German. It is also the native language in Suriname.  

Interesting fact, it exists an organisation called the Dutch Language Union founded on 9 

September 1980 and composed by three members: Netherlands, Belgium and Suriname.  

The Dutch Language Union defines what is an Algemeen Nederlands, or AN and what is not.  

             

 

Table showing the similarities 

between Dutch / Afrikaans / 

English / German / French 

 

 

 

 

 

We will see in this article that dutch subtitles is essential due to the increasing number of videos 

online, notably videos about events and festivals.  

http://www.authôt.com/blog/
http://over.taalunie.org/dutch-language-union
http://over.taalunie.org/dutch-language-union
https://app.authôt.com/
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Dutch subtitles for festivals and events videos on social 
networks  

 

1) Online video today, in few figures  

 

Video represents 70% of internet traffic and this number is increasing! Today, several 

applications and platforms broadcast videos everyday, according to the statistics:  

• 10 billion on Snapchat  

• 8 billion on Facebook  

• 4 billion on YouTube  

 

Thus, 22 billion of videos are viewed every day in the world. Moreover, according to YouTube 

statistics, video consumption on mobile increases by at least 100% from one year to the next 

on this platform. Indeed, in France, YouTube is considered as Internet users' favorite 

platform for listening to music online (49%) far ahead of Deezer and Spotify (25% together).  

Top rated YouTube videos are mostly music videos (9 videos on 10).  

 

2) The growing importance of festivals and events videos  

 

Festivals, concerts, events are part of our daily lives and broadcasted on different channels 

like television but mostly on the Internet notably thanks to the mobile.  

Online videos can be streamed by fans, generation Z loves to share moments it is living with 

its community. But professionals also post videos, a lot of events, artists and public figures 

have official accounts. 

 

For example, today Tomorrowland, it’s 

971 videos on YouTube and almost 6 

millions subscribers. Tomorrowland is 

an electronic dance music festival held 

in Boom, Belgium. Created in 2005 this 

worldwide festival brings millions 

people every summer. In order to make 

backstages and interviews videos 

accessible, Dutch subtitles seem 

therefore essential.  

 

 

http://www.authôt.com/blog/
https://blog.bufferapp.com/social-media-video-marketing-statistics
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/20/fashion/move-over-millennials-here-comes-generation-z.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/20/fashion/move-over-millennials-here-comes-generation-z.html
http://www.tomorrowland.com/en/festival/welcome
http://www.youtube.com/user/TomorrowlandChannel?spfreload=10
http://www.youtube.com/user/TomorrowlandChannel?spfreload=10
http://www.youtube.com/user/TomorrowlandChannel?spfreload=10
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Authôt application: multilingual subtitling in 

one click! 
 

Authôt is the specialist in the Automatic Transcription of the Word in Text since almost 5 

years. Present throughout Europe, more than 370 clients trust us for their transcription, 

subtitling and translation projects. Among them, we find Audiovisual Production companies 

such as TV5 Monde or Condé Nast, Private Company such as Total, as well as the world of 

Education such as Open Classrooms or Paris Dauphine University. Subtitling therefore 

appears to be a plus for each of these sectors!  

Do you have projects in mind when reading our articles? Feel free to test: send your audio or 

video content on the Authôt application, then select the desired language in the sending 

module. Our captioning system will automatically transcribe it into text! 

 

 

 

 

http://www.authôt.com/blog/
app.authôt.com

